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Seattle Chapter, American Association of Woodturners — September 2020
Web: www.seattlewoodturners.org
Facebook: seattlewoodturners

September Zoom Meeting
Eric Lofstrom
This month we are featuring Eric Lofstrom demonstrating his Endgrain Bowl
for us. See more details
later in this newsletter,
and also on Eric’s website
here: Eric's Endgrain
Bowls Demo Handout- Namaste Series.
Temporary Newsletter Change —You will have noticed the newsletter has reverted to the
“old” style. Due to events beyond our control, Tim is temporarily resuming the newsletter,
but we could use someone else to help out for a few months. Talk to Tim or another board
member if you can help.
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WiT Presents—This month the Women in Turning organization is
hosting Donna Zils Banfield. Please contact Elizabeth Weber or log on
to the AAW website and go to the WiT homepage for more information. Also see Elizabeth’s column later in the newsletter for a little
more info regarding this event.
Coming in October: John Beaver, the inventor of the Wave Bowl, will
be talking to us from his home in California. He will be focusing on the
subject of photographing your work (pun intended), along with a little
design discussion—and I’m
sure he’ll also be showing us a
few wave bowls—and most
likely talking how design,
lighting, photography and execution all flow together to
provide maximum impact, as
shown in this picture (bowl
and photography by John).
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President’s Message
Today I actually did some
turning! It’s been awhile since I’ve
been at the lathe. But I wasn’t
woodturing, I turned an ABS pipe
fitting so I could use it to press a
bearing off the input shaft of a manual transmission I’m rebuilding. I
needed to carve out the inside of
the fitting to allow the attached gear
to pass freely. Remembering our last
demo from Jason Clark, I thought I’d
try my hand at turning plastic. It was
fun! After a bit of a learning curve,
realizing I’d better keep it simple, I used a Boxmaster negative rake scraper. I was getting really long
shavings—basically the tool was cutting continuously. I measured one shaving at nearly 15 feet long!
So why do I mention this? I’ve been busy lately with house projects. These projects have been
simmering in my mind for a long time and it feels really good to get them done. And I was having fun
doing them. But they have kept me from woodturning and I sort of feel guilty about it. I’m the president of the Seattle Woodturners and I should be turning every day, shouldn’t I? But then I realize
that woodturning is a hobby for me; I don’t have to turn to make a living and it’s supposed to be fun.
So right now my passions include working on the house, working on my old Volvo, and keeping
woodrats going.
I am also passionate about our woodturning community and I believe that it’s thriving during
the pandemic. Just tonight we had another coffee hour (cocktail hour) and we’ve had woodrat
events the past three weekends in a row. The woodrat events are especially enjoyable because we
actually get to see other members eye to eye (face to face is hard with face masks). I am very
pleased with the demeanor of these gatherings. Everybody seems very understanding about COVID
protocols and we have not had any unpleasant behavior.
I also am gratified that members seems genuinely in agreement about the Board’s decision
regarding in-person meetings. But that tacit approval does involve some work on everybody’s part.
The Board is always open to ideas about activities that promote our sense of community. Right now,
there is a need for a temporary newsletter editor. Bridged has had to step aside for personal reasons
so we need somebody for the next 3 to 4 months. I believe our newsletter is a vital link for our club
so we really need somebody to step up.
Keep turning and try ABS or PVC!
Russ Prior
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Women in Turning (WiT) - Elizabeth Weber
Creating a Virtual WiT Community
While in-person meetings are the most ideal way to
communicate with each other, the difficult times we are experiencing have really forced us to reconsider what it means
to stay connected. Zoom chats are allowing us to check in
with family, friends, and other woodworkers. The AAW
Women in Turning committee recently started hosting WiT
Presents, a Zoom session that highlights women woodturners and their achievements. Each session consists of the
presentation of a woman woodturner’s work, followed by a
short question and answer session where you can learn
more about the maker. As an AAW member you have access
to these sessions. If you are not an AAW member, but would
like more information on grants that the WiT committee offers for discounted memberships, please send me
an email at elizabeth.carls@gmail.com.
Women in Turning strives to stay active and to reach out to the community. Virtual club meetings
help to keep the spirit and enthusiasm of woodturning alive. You and every woman woodturner are part of a
broader artistic movement just like artists such as Van Gogh, Andy Warhol, Sonja Delaunay, and Georgia
O’Keefe. We grow as artists through community and being a part of something greater. Helping each other
in our work can take different forms: sharing tips, encouragement, tools, best practices, successes, and yes,
failures. With your help we can do this for each other and grow stronger.
Some members of the woodturning community may be struggling to access the tools they need. One
way we can help each other is by reaching out and loaning the tools, wood, and encouragement to continue
their passion. We can also have check-ins with other members to see what they are creating in their shops,
i.e. a show and tell.
Community has always been important in woodturning, and is even more so in these trying times.
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September Demonstrator—Eric Lofstrom
Eric is no stranger to our club, having demonstrated several
years in a row—he is always energetic, informative and with something fresh to say. Unfortunately, this year we will be missing the in
-person group biometrics workout he usually starts his session
with! Here’s Eric in his own words (from his website):
Working with wood has been a source of peaceful intrigue
since my childhood. When creating, I try to practice “presence,” or
mindfulness, so I can stay safe and make the most of my time creatively. I strive to balance the seemingly opposite goals of absolute physical control and creative surrender.
On my best days, I can zoom in on the finest material details, while also acknowledging how various elements might play to a piece’s artistic message. Approaching studio time in this way may not be the most
productive in terms of volume, but it allows me to explore and fully understand things in a more satisfying
way.
As an artist, I aim to create clean-lined forms with minimal distraction. I use grain, color, and texture
to invite an intimate conversation with my work. I enjoy working within self-prescribed constraints, focusing my exploration to develop philosophical concepts into series. Currently, my work represents curiosities
relating to water, energy, and the human spirit.
Eric’s earliest memories of creating with wood are in Grandpa's dirt floor, basement workshop; he
had a special place at the bench, right next to the scrap bin. Eric grew up
around woodworking, but had never learned about a tool called the lathe
until the first weekend in October of 2001, while attending a free demo
at a woodworking store in Sumner, WA. It was here that his woodworking trajectory changed and the woodturning adventures began. A demonstration on turning pens and letter openers was all it took to hook his curiosity. Creating shavings on a lathe consumed Eric’s thoughts for the
next few weeks as he wrapped his brain around how a finished piece could emerge from rough materials so
quickly! After hearing all the details (several times), Eric’s wife pursued this spark of excitement and set his
woodturning journey in motion with a mini lathe and tool set for Christmas. Years later, Eric’s woodturning
enthusiasm continues to grow.
Like many turners, Eric began with scraps of 2x4s and “factory sharpened” tools. Several startling
catches in the first few projects quickly focused him on the why and how of creating curls instead of
settling for sawdust. Gaining tool control and improving technique became a personal quest. Whether creating a fitted lid box or multi-axis turning, a translucent or winged bowl, a hollow form or exploring surface
embellishments, Eric enjoys projects which both challenge his skill and stretch his creative curiosity.
In the fall of 2002, Eric began a membership with the South Puget Sound Chapter of the AAW. He
enjoyed serving on the board of directors from 2005-2012 and representing the club at several woodworking shows in addition to mentoring others at the club's monthly sawdust sessions. He began demonstrating
and teaching woodturning classes at local woodworking stores in 2006. Since then, Eric has taught at multiple symposiums and has become a highly sought-after instructor for woodturning clubs across the United
States and Canada. The constant exposure to other turners continues to transform his awareness and understanding of turning fundamentals.
Conscious of the importance tool control plays in creating pieces, Eric believes it is not only important to know which techniques work but also why they work. As a passionate teacher and woodturner,
Eric is on a mission to impact the world of woodturning by helping others build confidence in tool control
and developing their own creative voice!
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August Meeting—Jason Clark
August saw us virtually hosting Jason Clark to
turn his signature Saturn Bowl. Following are some
notes I made during the the demo (plus some from a
previous demo of his I had seen—the screen shots also
come from both demos).
Jason's bowls feature a captured bowl which
spins, along with one or more off-center rings which
are also captured and spin. Jason was originally inspired by Hans Weissflog's Saturn boxes, but then expanded the concept to include the eccentric rings.
The critical step is to be able to stabilize the offcenter rings so that they can be cut to rotate. Jason
uses what is essentially a compression cup chuck to sandwich the
wings and prevents them from flexing.
What may not be obvious is that each cut requires two highly accurate 45 degree cuts - and the more rings and bowls in the
piece, the more
chances of mistakes
that ruin the piece.
In a standard Saturn
bowl with one rotating bowl and two
rotating rings, that is
6 cuts. If you have a
90% chance of making a single cut successfully, that is still only a 54% chance of
completing the entire piece. If you are 99% accurate, you still
have a 1 in 20
chance of ruining
the piece - this gives
another view of "just one more cut!"
Jason starts with kiln-dried wood that is 8/4 to 10/4 in thickness, and varying diameters (for the demo, he used a 6 inch piece).
He starts between centers, using a steb drive on the headstock end
and a live center
with the point removed/retracted on
the tailstock end. He
first removes the
wood around the bowl, creating a small tenon on the bottom
of the bowl. He carefully flattens the bottom of the ring, and
rounds the outer edge, then flips the piece and puts the tenon in a chuck.
Then he works on getting the ring to a consistent
(approx 1/8") thickness, working in 3/4" or so at a time, to
keep vibration under control.
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August Meeting—Jason Clark (continued)

Once the ring is final thickness, he works on the top of the bowl. It is important that the top and
bottom of the bowl end up the same diameter, and that they both meet the wing at a 90 degree angle. Jason
uses a 2 inch cleanout adapter (PVC) to size the top of the bowl, since the adapter will be used in a later step
(to allow cutting a tilted top via PVC jam chuck for top ring, tilted in chuck jaws.)
He finishes hollowing the bowl to a consistent shape and thickness, then flips it around onto a jam
chuck, and shapes the bottom of the bowl. Jason tends to make the bottom round so it will always sit properly even when the bowl is offcenter in the overall piece.

Now it is time to cut the ring "free". You can cut from either side, Jason usually does the bottom first.
The home-made tool he uses has approximately a 1/64" blade. You need to enter at 45 degrees from each
side, and only go half way (or slightly more) into the ring, right at the corner joint with the bowl.
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August Meeting—Jason Clark (continued)
Once the bowl is rotating freely, you can create a jam chuck using the pvc pipe adapter to mount the
piece slightly eccentrically and cut an angled rim on the bowl for a little more interest.

Then, Jason creates a compression cup chuck from a chunk of pretty
much anything. He often uses a side
grain poplar blank for compression
chuck - 4.5" diameter, 4" thick.
He sandwiches the bowl wing in
the compression chuck, offcenter. The chuck prevents the wing from flexing while the offcenter circle is cut. Using a single cylindrical piece ensures
the two sides are equal diameter, so the 45 deg cuts are aligned. The narrow part of ring should be on side grain, not end grain. For bigger bowls,
use different size sandwich chucks for the different diameter rings. Cut only the wing, not the chuck with the parting cut. For a tight joint, put the
lathe in reverse, hold on to the rim, and spin to "sand" the joint.
Sand as you go, and then apply Watco Danish Oil. You can paint finish inside joints with small brush.
For more info: https://jtcturning.com/. Jason is also on Facebook
and Instagram (and is a member of our Seattle Woodturners Facebook
group, if you want to ask him questions that way).
Finally—Jason allowed us to record the session and write it to DVD
for club use only, as part of our library—so you can rewatch the demo
whenever your get inspired to try it!
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August Meeting—Jason Clark (continued)
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Show and Tell—Emailed/FB-posted from Members

Perry Shaw
Himalayan Cedar

Don Samuelson
Sugar Maple
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Show and Tell (continued)
Paul Velotta, Jr
Left: Hollow Form turned green from Sugar Maple wood rat event. Finished sanded with both Yorkshire
sanding paste grits then a coat of Hampshire Sheen friction polish.
Right: Redwood Hollow form with glass insert for live flowers. Sanded with walnut oil, then the doctors diatomaceous earth sanding paste, and microcrystalline wax. Used Milliput terra-cotta epoxy for rotten spot.

Barry Roitblat
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Show and Tell (continued)

Bob Sievers
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Show and Tell (continued)

Jose Pantoja
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Show and Tell (continued)

Tim Tibbetts

Steve Geho
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Show and Tell (continued)

Chris Jacobsen
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Show and Tell (continued)
Gary Clarke
Maple and wedge. 4inx9in

Duk-Su David Koh
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Show and Tell (continued)

Flowering Cherry

Blackwood

Ed French
Mesquite
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Show and Tell (continued)
Dan Schuy

Bloodwood/ walnut and Maple version of the segmented bowl built from the Bowl Kit Co plans

Leopard wood version made from the Kingwood
plan. My father gave me the stick of leopard
wood 7 years ago, I finally get to send it back.

Walnut curl and
burl with Cherry
and Maple version
of the Herringbone
plan. This is "twin
#1, made with a
cherry chevron, collar and foot. The
chevron field is
made from spalted
maple.

Walnut/ ambrosia
maple/ Patagonian rosewood vessel I made between finish coat
applications of my
step father's urn.
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Show and Tell (continued)
Big Leaf Maple

Steve Gary
Willow

Remote Zoom Mentoring with Earl
Looking for some woodturning help, maybe just getting
started or trying to solve a turning problem? Contact Earl
Bartell, and see if he can help remotely. He is now setup
to host a Zoom session, and has a couple cameras in his
shop so he can help you work through problems, learn
new techniques, or just provide advise on tools, wood,
etc., just like a regular in-person mentoring session.
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(Virtual) Sawdust Session— Burt Hovander
In spite of some WiFi challenges at the start, we had an
excellent, well-attended virtual sawdust session with Burt
Hovander. Lots of good questions and interaction. We recorded the session, so it will be available (eventually) in our
library on DVD. In the meantime, here are a few screen
snaps and a few notes I took.
Burt uses galvanized pipe for ferrules and picks the size to
match the specific tools.
Wear both safety goggles and faceshield to avoid sparks
when cutting metal (e.g., when using an angle grinder to
cut ferrules on the lathe.) Run the lathe at its slowest
speed, in reverse, and use the tool rest to help hold the angle grinder.
One BIG takeway:

If you don't feel safe doing something, DON’T DO IT!

Use a cone center to make a dimple in order to guide your drill bit when starting to drill out the handle.
Use a Jacob's chuck mounted in the headstock to reverse chuck the handle to finish the bottom.
When drilling holes in the ferrules using drill press, tap the bit up and down into metal to start the hole first.
Burt uses 5/16” lock screws (he finds that 1/4” are more prone to bending; the 5/16” are also the same size
D-Way tools use in their handles)
Do you keep losing the chuck key for your drill press? Attach it to a piece of light chain and attach the chain
to the drill press!
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(Virtual) Sawdust Session— Burt Hovander (continued)
Need more light when drilling? Use one of those
free Harbor Freight lights sitting on the drill press
table to illuminate your work.
When tapping the holes in the ferrule on the drill
press, turn the drill chuck by hand and apply
downward pressure using the drill press handle.
Burt uses Wipe-On Poly or Doctor’s Workshop
walnut oil and wax to finish his handles.
When inserting tools in a handle, consider where
the direction forces are applied. With a rectangular cross section tool like the skew, mount horizontally with the screws underneath to apply counteracting upward pressure. With a parting tool, apply underneath the narrow edge.
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(Virtual) Sawdust Session— Burt Hovander (continued)
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Meet the Members — Burt Hovander (by Don Schuy)
Burt Hovander grew up in the Ballard neighborhood of northwest
Seattle. “Dad was always doing something, usually with wood.” Burt started working with wood when he was in kindergarten; his father had started
giving Burt tools when he was just 3 or 4 years old. At that time, he was so
small that he and his older brother could fit together in their toy chest and
close the lid.
Over the next couple of years his father had finished additions to
the house. His father also built a cabin on Lake Ki north of Everett Washington. “My brother and I grew up swinging in the trees; we spent every
weekend up there. We would leave the cabin in the morning and be out in
the woods all day.” The family held onto that cabin for 64 years, only selling it just last year.
The first thing Burt remembers making was a little magic box that he made when he was 5 or 6. “Dad
didn’t want us to use his tools, so we got clever about returning the tools to the exact same spot and position we got them from.” His father did notice the tools getting dull from some extra use but didn’t make too
much of an issue of it.
“Dad could do about anything.” His father’s first boat was a 14-foot C-Lark and other boats followed,
a Santana and a Columbia 27 each one larger than the last. “Dad couldn’t find the fittings and pulleys he
wanted so he made them himself.” Burt was amazed to learn that his father knew how to work with steel
too; it was a skill he had learned by spending time in the forge with his grandfather, Burt’s greatgrandfather, who designed saw blades for cutting the Douglas Fir of the PNW.
As Burt became an adult he was like his father and was always making things and working with wood.
He made cabinets and remodeled the house he and his wife, Patricia, live in. He was a teacher for 36 years.
He used his wood working, electrical and plumbing skills to maintain rental properties they owned.
Burt turned his first bowl via an introduction to the lathe by his wife’s cousin in Portland, Oregon.
“Boy,” he thought, “that was really neat.” But what really got him serious about woodturning was from
meeting Allan Rumpf, one of the founders of the Seattle Woodturners Club. Burt visited the club a couple
times as a guest. Retirement would give him the time to explore woodturning, so he bought his first lathe, a
Jet 1642. The lathe was the same lathe the club had except his was the 220-volt version.
Burt became a club member in 2012. In the summer of 2013, Burt attended a “sawdust session” instructed by Jack Wayne and learned about turning a spinning top. The club turned tops to give away to children as they watched at an annual event at the BAM (Bellevue Art Museum), and they needed a lot of tops.
“I was nervous because it took me 20 minutes to turn a top, and I was shocked that they would encourage
me to do it as a beginner.” Burt figured the experts would do it since they generated tops so fast; some of
them could do one in a minute. Burt practiced and made a lot tops before that BAM event. We now try to
have a lot of tops turned beforehand.
“I realized how beneficial it was for me. I learned how to do a push cut; how to have some control.
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Meet the Members — (continued)
My main goal was to make
bowls. I got kind of hooked on
making a top.” In addition to
making bowls, Burt now produces a couple hundred tops each
year.
Jack Frost introduced
Burt to the use of a chatter tool
to make fanciful texture designs
on the tops and Sharpie markers
to color and highlight the textures. Burt learned a lot about
wood and using birch wood that
is just a couple months old. The
slightly green wood, being moist,
allowed for better, deeper texturing; the same wood a year old won’t texture nearly as well because it is much
harder when it is dry.
Burt prefers to make his own tools when he can, so he learned how to make
his own chatter tool. “I was brought up to be frugal and didn’t want to spend 60 or
80 dollars to buy a tool, so I made mine first. I enjoy making tools. There’s a satisfaction of making something out of nothing, scraps or junk, that you make into
something nice.” Eventually Burt started also using the Sorby brand spiraling and
texturing tools.
Burt learned to make vortex tools for fine detail work from the designs by
Stuart Batty and Cindy Drozda. Burt found that on Stuart’s design you sharpen the
round part that goes around the cutting area whereas on Cindy’s you sharpen the
flat portion of it which makes sharpening easier.
Burt has also figured out how to make a carbide parting tool from industrial
saw blades.
Burt considers himself a hobbyist; the objects he turns are typically gifts to family, friends, and some
lucky kids at the BAM of course. Some of the stuff he makes gets stored in his son’s old room.
Regarding the emphasis on making tops, “The motions of making a top I can’t say enough about it.
You need to turn what you are doing into a repetitive task. Repetition leads to mastery.” Burt credits Stuart
Batty as a great inspiration and noted the story of how Stuart started as a production turner for the family
business which allowed Stuart to develop his skills through repetition. Burt attended a class by Stuart Batty
and found the first person that was able to explain turning in words that made sense to him.
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Meet the Members — (continued)
When Burt and Patricia bought their house,
he convinced her that he needed a shop for the necessary remodeling. Burt recalled that each time his
father worked on a project he had to move everything around in the garage; Burt didn’t want to do
that. He wanted to be able to have a place where he
could simply start working. His shop is 960 square
feet and he has outfitted himself with table saws
(wood and metal), band saws, drill presses, a chop
saw etc. He built bookcases as a job to help pay for a
few of the original tools, but most of it he picked up
over time used or as a freebie.
For lathes, he still has his original Jet. He also bought a metal lathe and mill combination from Harbor
Freight with the intention of using it for his son’s robotics school projects. It now provides a great way to
make ferrules for tool handles. His main lathe now is a Robust “American Beauty.”
Some of Burt’s favorite tools are a 5/8” D-way
bowl gouge, a 1/2” spindle gouge, and a Sorby 5/8” wide
spindle gouge he picked up used from a sale in Olympia;
this one he says is the best tool for getting the tight corner from the top of a top where it transitions into the
post.
For his go-to finish he likes Minwax wipe-on polyurethane. It makes a bright gloss that Patricia likes and is
easy to use. Burt has started using some oils because they
are simple and idiot proof, but he notes that you have to
redo the finish every so often, so you don’t ruin the bowl
when you wash it. He enjoys using friction polish for his Christmas ornaments.
Things that make Burt proud of his work… “If I can
turn a bowl and not leave any scratches in it.” Burt seeks to
avoid the circular rings and tear out that can be left in a
turned bowl. He likes to put a nice foot on the bowl and a
little bead or something. “It makes you feel good to do
something a little different and that shows the effort that
was put into it.” Burt has been really happy with the Christmas ornaments he has being doing recently. He started
flocking the inside and putting colored lights in them.
Burt is proud to have gotten to the point where he
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Meet the Members — (continued)
can repeat the textures on the Sorby spiral and texturing tools. He spent several years without being able to
duplicate anything he had done before.
While Burt’s two passions have been woodturning and dahlias, he has found a new craft in making
earrings from stones. He has recently made over three dozen from rocks that he has found while walking his
dog. The variety of rocks to be found are amazing; pink, yellow, black, clear crystal quartz, all kinds of textures. He cut one black stone and found bright red inside of it. He uses the same table saw that he uses to
cut metal for cutting stone. “I’ve left a lot of them in an organic or natural shape, with cut front and back
that are polished. Sort of like making a natural edge bowl.”
Burt enjoys having folks come over to be mentored or just to talk about turning. He enjoys helping
people learn how to make a handle for a D-way tool.
Burt is working on continually developing his own skills as well. “I still struggle with making a nice
beautiful clean cut, like the last cut on the inside of a bowl. I’m getting closer. I never could make a cut and
pick up the cut and not see the transition, but now I can.” He is working on learning to use the skew and roll
a bead with it easily. “I watched Bonnie Klein do it so fast; she says it just becomes muscle memory.” Burt
says he tends to turn at a slow speed and should turn up the speed to help avoid tear out, but he keeps it at
a speed he feels comfortable with. “I’m at a point where I can do the things I want and am happy with the
progress.”
Burt said he didn’t bring anything for the club show and tell for five years, the pieces on display were
too intimidating as many of the club members do incredible work. However, he says he finds its wonderful
to see folks bring their first made items to put on display. “I enjoy the fact that they are pleased with what
they did, as they should be.”
Some tips from Burt to new turners…







Be safe.
If you are tired, it’s time to quit.
Use both of your hands, forget about being left or right-handed. Burt learned this while being a
trim painter; one hand to paint with and the other to hold on to the fascia to keep from falling off
the ladder. It couldn’t always be the same hand doing the painting each time.
Ask the same question of many people but listen to yourself for the answer. You must do it your
own way, don’t blindly copy someone else.
You don’t have to be an expert at something to teach it. You can always share the parts that you
know.

Not a member of AAW? Try it Free!
Remember that you can try it without risk for 60 days free. By signing up for a complimentary
Guest membership, you can have limited access to a sampling of AAW resources for a full 60
days. You'll be able to explore what the AAW has to offer, kick our tires, and hopefully decide to become a full-fledged, paid AAW member to benefit from everything the AAW has to offer. Click here
to check it out.
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Tool Tip from Dan Schuy
Here are pics of the device I came up with
to solve a minor problem I encountered while
working on my herring bone vessels.
After performing a “Stoopid Human
trick” while near the completion of all turning
processes (please don’t ask) I managed to separate the body of the vessel from it’s foot at the
veneer line. Once both pieces were glued back
together and the vessel was whole again, I needed to sand the glue squeeze out inside the bowl.
Since the opening was 2 1/4” wide and the vessel almost 6” deep, there was no chance of me
getting my fingers in there to appropriately sand
out my unsightly booboo.
In order to solve this dilemma I took a
12” piece of 1/4” threaded rod, a couple nuts
and a 2” sanding disc I had on hand and made an
extended sanding disc for my power drill. Being
concerned that the threaded rod would do damage should it ever come into contact with the
edges of the top collar, I added a sleeve made of
plastic hose to cover the threads.
This has become a well used tool, remember in my earlier articles when I said I can’t make just one of anything? I guess “Stoopid human tricks”
also come in pairs for me too. Must be a slow learner...
This extension saved a project, and my
pride. Maybe it will help someone else too.
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Center Locator by Steve Gary
When roughing bowls and hollow forms, I have occasionally found that the tenon being cut on the
bottom of the bowl ends up moving closer to the headstock. This means that the center mark on the tenon,
made by the live center point, gets cut away when making the tenon to proper length. The move is most
commonly made to provide solid material for the tenon or to avoid a defect in the wood.
My solution to replacing the center mark was to take the largest metal rod that fits the hole through
the headstock and drill a hole in the end, holding it in the jaws of my lathe chuck or collet, for a center drill.
The center drill was glued in place with CA adhesive. I do not recommend brass rod and only used it because it was the only piece of 5/8” diameter rod I had on hand and had no other use for it at the time. Steel
would be my first choice, but aluminum would also work. I had a ¼” center drill on hand. You could also use
a small drill bit or piece of metal sharpened to a centered point.

The rod should be long enough to reach through your largest chuck and jaws to the bottom of your
tenon and leave at least 4” on the outside of the headstock to hold onto. If you use a drill, flip the rotation
in reverse to drill from the outside of the headstock. If you use a centered point you do not need to reverse
it. Around 200 RPM is enough and just push hard enough to make a new center point. Be sure to hold onto
the rod firmly, it will want to rotate with the spindle. You could turn a wood handle to give you something
larger to hold onto if you wish. This process will give you a center mark when you go to re-turn the tenon
before finish turning the piece.

The Seattle Woodturners encourages its members to join the AAW
The AAW has a rich library of content available to members. Content includes
articles and videos on a variety of woodturning topics: Chucks, Sharpening, Shop
Tips, and more. Members also have access to an archive of the American
Woodturner (a bi-monthly printed publication) and Woodturning FUNdamentals
(a bi-monthly digital publication aimed at foundational woodturning expertise).
For information see the AAW’s web site: http://www.woodturner.org
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WoodRats—by Jim Hogg & Russ Prior
Never been to a Woodrats session? Here is how it works. The Chief Woodrat (Russ Prior, who is also
President) tracks down felled trees, whose owners are willing to donate their wood to Seattle Woodturners.
He finds the trees through friends, neighbors, local arborists, or via the club website. After contact, Russ
evaluates each offer, with a visit to the site, and sizes up: the tree species, size of the trunk, how long since
felled, whether the wood has started to crack or rot, and how easy it is to access the site. If everything looks
good, he arranges a time to cut and collect the wood. Club members duly arrive, usually on a Saturday
morning, select their wood, and haul it back home.
Before COVID-19, each Woodrats event was held as a single session. Members would meet at the
site on a Saturday morning, equipped with brushes, rakes, waste bags and hand trucks. And a few chainsaws. Sawyers would then attack the tree. How many sawyers? Typically one, two or three, depending upon the size of the tree, and how far we could spread apart for safety. Note that we only harvest wood from
trees that have been felled, and are on the ground: the club insurance does not cover sawyers for felling.
As the wood-cutting proceeds, helpers move the cut logs to an area out by the roadside. When all
the cutting and stacking is done, we then “number off”. Numbers are allocated from 1 upwards to everyone
who wants wood. The sawyers are given the first few numbers. Next we start the “round-robin”: whoever
holds number 1 chooses a piece from the pile, and marks his choice with a chalk mark on his or her wood.
Then number 2, and so on, up to the highest number – typically 15 or so. The highest number chooses two
pieces of wood and picking continues, each in turn, this time counting down to 1. This continues until all the
wood is chosen, or folks drop out of the round robin, for fear their car springs might bend under the weight
of too much wood.
If there is any wood left over after the “round robin”, some club members might pack it into their
truck, and haul it to the next monthly club meeting, to add into the wood raffle.
With COVID-19, the situation has changed, in order to minimize the risk of infection. Now, 2 or 3
sawyers will meet at the site on some weekday, and cut the tree, as before. “Dispersal” of the wood is a
separate event – usually on the following Saturday morning, where we “number off” and choose via “round
robin”. Sometimes, Earl will bring a big orange bucket to collect donations: they help boost club funds, replacing the money we used to make at the wood raffle, in former times of face-to-face meetings at the VFW.
The number of members who attend each Woodrats session varies a lot. The number of “pickers”,
measured by the highest number in the round robin, can reach as high as 20. But the number of actual
members is higher, since many pickers bring along a spouse, child or friend to help with loading and unloading.
Woodrats sessions really are fun events: a chance to meet up with friends, get some exercise and
fresh air, and return home with interesting chunks of wood for turning. Woodrats is open and free to all
paid-up members of the club. Just watch for email notifications (Wood Alerts), and come along.
As for activity during the last month, August saw another productive time, with four sessions. The
first was for Maple, from a tree felled the previous day in Jim Kief’s yard. This was a “Grab and Go” event –
where all of the logs were already cut into bowl-size blanks by Jim Hogg. All that’s involved is to roll up in
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WoodRats (continued)
your car or truck at Jim’s house, and pick what you
will from the driveway. As you can see from the photo, the tree yielded about 50 good-sized pieces.
Next, another Maple, aptly, from Maple Valley! But bigger. The photo below shows a queue of
club members, disappearing down the owner’s driveway, wearing masks and socially distanced. Most
with a hand truck to haul their wood down the hill to
their waiting cars parked on the road below. The
photo shows only part of what turned out to be a
sizeable pile of Maple, some very large.
The other two Woodrats sessions were
sourced from a huge Sugar Maple in Dunn Gardens,
in North Seattle. As you may know, Sugar Maple is
the primary source of Maple Syrup and is a rare species in the Pacific NW. Dunn Gardens started out as
privately owned in 1915, following an Olmsted design, but are now open to the public for one-hour
private visits. Checkout their beautiful website at
DunnGardens.org. This Sugar Maple was planted when the
gardens were first opened, and had reached the grand old age
of 105 years.
Rather than have club members collect the wood directly from Dunn Gardens, where access is very limited, we
held these two Woodrats sessions on Saturday mornings in a
quiet corner of Northgate Shopping Mall, having hauled the
wood from Dunn by trailer and truck. The photo below shows
the wood laid out at
Northgate. We can see Rey
the dog carefully studying which pieces to recommend to her owner, John
Corman. Both sessions were very well attended, with upwards of 16
“pickers” at each. There was no wood left over!
Mark Mosinski is the Head Gardener at Dunn, and is keen to build a
partnership with Seattle Woodturners. Still early days in the discussion, but
the club might make bowls and other items (small bowls, boxes, rolling
pins) from their trees, for Dunn to auction, boosting their operational budget, with some percentage of funds returned to Seattle Woodturners.
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WoodRats (continued)
Here is a photo that Mark took, showing our 3 sawyers, near the end of the second chain-sawing session. From left to right – Jim Hogg, Russ Prior and Norm Vigus. Note the strange “clock-face” marks on the
end-grain of the trunk. They ran for a foot or so, part way up the tree trunk, rather than for the full length of
the tree. Any ideas on what caused them?
Watch this space for future news on partnership with Dunn Gardens! For more information on Dunn
Gardens, see their website here.

Holzfforma Chainsaw Review—Jim Hogg
Those of you who have been part of the Wood Rat
cutting sessions over the past year may have seen the chainsaw that Jim Hogg uses, and wondered what it is. Well, here is
Jim to tell you all about it.
If anyone is thinking of buying one of those
“Holzfforma” chainsaws from China, one year ago, I spent
$350 on a Holzfforma G660, 92cc chainsaw. The price included tax, and shipping from China. It’s described as a copy of Stihl’s MS660. I’ve used it at every Woodrats
event since, and it’s been fairly reliable. Except:


After a few outings, the left bumper spikes came loose, and fell off. The thread overhauled in the aluminum housing. I’ve got by with just the single, right one.



I just noticed the saw has no chain catcher! A new one costs only $5, so I should fix it.



The chain tensioner failed last week: a tiny crack in the ‘nut’ of the slider assembly. I ordered a genuine
Stihl replacement chain tensioner, online, for $12. But ran into a problem: the two helical gears for the
tensioner on my Holzfforma measure 0.620” and 0.305”. The official Stihl parts are different, at 555 thou
and 330 thou. So the new, Stihl gears, fitted onto the Holzfforma pivots, lie too far apart to mesh, by
about 25 thou. I’ve worked around using a half-and-half mix. I hope it lasts another few months.

Bottom line: beware of the Holtzfforma machine. It looks
and performs like the Stihl MS660 that it copies. But it’s not
100% identical. This might cause you problems for repairs, as it
did for me.
My eventual replacement will be a Husqvarna 395 – no
more “bargain basement” shopping for me!
Note one comment from Russ, regarding Jim’s chainsaw: “And
for what it's worth, I think your knock off has performed admirably. The membership has benefited a lot in the last year from
what your saw has produced.”
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Want Ads
For members to sell or purchase tools, wood, etc.
FOR SALE: Tormek T7
Sharpening System with
Woodturning Tool Sharpening Kit and Knife Jig.
$350. Contact Tom Stave
at 206 817-9658 or
testave@gmail.com.

FOR SALE: Walker-Turner
Industrial Bi-Metal / Wood Bandsaw, 16” wheels with 16” throat with 8”
cutting height, 9’4” blade, comes with Blade Welder, both the band saw and
welder have been wired for 120VAC, you can switch wires in power box to
set up the band saw for 220VAC if required. Recent Baldor single phase electric motor. Equipped with 3 Speed Gear Box. Table is drilled for a fence but
unit does not come with fence. Asking: $700.00 Contact: Paul Masson 360
794-9100 I am located in Monroe, WA.

WANTED: NSK PRESTO or similar PIERCING TOOL - If you have a NSK Presto or a simi-lar piercing tool that
you no long-er want, I am interested in buying it from you. Pease contact: Bridged Speed at LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com
WANTED: USED LATHES We have new members looking to buy used lathes to get started on their new turning hobby. If you have a lathe that you would like to sell, please send us photos and information for insertion
in the next newsletter!
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Sponsors
We encourage members to shop at club sponsors. They provide gift certificates and donate equipment (or
provide equipment discounts) to the club. Rockler and Crosscut Hardwoods give club members a 10% discount on non-sale items with your membership card. Craft Supplies USA will give a 10% discount on abrasives if you identify yourself as a member of the Seattle AAW Chapter. Klingspor will also provide a 10% discount all none motorized items not already on sale if you are registered with them as a member of our club.
Dusty Strings provides us with free wood for our KIDSFair tops.

Rockler has two locations in the Seattle area. South Seattle
- 17326 Southcenter Pkwy, Tukwila, WA; North Seattle - 832
NE Northgate Way, Seattle WA

Crosscut Hardwoods is one of the largest domestic and exotic hardwood suppliers in the area catering to DIYer’s and
building professionals. 4100 First Ave S, Seattle WA

Equipment Sales and Surplus provides “from the warehouse
surplus” on JET, Powermatic, Wilton, Performax, and others
as well as unmatched pricing on new items from these
brands. 1801 West Valley Highway N, Auburn, WA
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Seattle AAW Calendar
January 2020
2 Board Meeting
9 Meeting: TBD
- Wood Identification
11 Sawdust Session: None

February 2020
4 Board Meeting
13 Meeting: Lutrick, Firpo &
Mittet - Coring 3 Ways
15 Sawdust Session: Coring

March 2020
3 Board Meeting
12 Meeting: Cindy Drozda
- Finial Box
14 Sawdust Session: Basic
Bowls (signup required)
31 Board Meeting

April 2020

May 2020
2 Virtual Sawdust Session

9 Meeting: Seri Robinson
- Spalting (Remote Demo
Streaming to members)
18 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Wave Bowls

5 Board Meeting
14 Meeting: Alan & Lauren
Zenreich - Eccentric

- Wheel of Delicacy

August 2020
13 Meeting: Jason Clark
- Saturn Bowl

Burt Hovander

November 2020
3 Board Meeting

- Photographing Your Work
24 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Topic TBD

27 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Lutrick

Making tool handles with

8 Meeting: John Beaver

- The Calabash Bowl

(Remote Streaming )

29 Virtual Sawdust Session:

October 2020

11 Meeting: Emiliano Achaval

Basic Bowls with David

4 Board Meeting
9 Meeting: Mciahel Alguire

2 Board Meeting

Turning & Embellishment
30 Sawdust Session: Lasers

July 2020

June 2020

12 Meeting: Adam Luna TBD

30 Board Meeting

September 2020
1 Board Meeting
10 Meeting: Eric Lofstrom
- End Grain Bowl
26 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Topic TBD
29 Board Meeting

December 2020
1 Board Meeting
10 Meeting: Steve Sinner—
Deep Hollowing

28 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Topic TBD
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Seattle Chapter Officers
President
Russ Prior

russcprior@gmail.com

Vice President

Eric Cutbirth
eric.cutbirth@outlook.com

Secretary

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Treasurer

Robin Brown
seattleaawt@gmail.com

Director of
Programs

Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com

Director of
Membership

Brian Flippin
flippin.brian@gmail.com

Director of
Communications

Bridged Speed
turnatrix@yahoo.com

Member-at-Large Barry Roitblat
#1
barry@rentonww.com

Member-at-Large Earl Bartell
#2
earlturns@aol.com

Member-at-Large Steve Geho
#3
Steve.geho@gmail.com

Member-at-Large Andy Firpo
#4 (Outreach)
drewdog@isomedia.com

Seattle Chapter Volunteers
Head Wood Rat

Russ Prior
russcprior@gmail.com

Audio
And
Video

Dan Robbins
David Vaughn
Burt Hovander
avteam@seattlewoodturners.org

Photographer

Ross Nooney
rossnooney@me.com

Sawdust Sessions Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com

Trailer Puller

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Hospitality

Linda Shulman
Sylvia Wayne

Safety Officer

(open)

Librarian

George Baskett
Rich Formisano

Sealer

Steve Gary
gpworks@comcast.net

Inventory Control Tom Street

Facilities Setup

Michael Crampon
michael.crampon@gmail.com

Name Badges

Women in Turning (Wit) Rep

Elizabeth Weber

Newsletter Editor Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com
Web Site

Bridged Speed
turnatrix@yahoo.com

George Hart

Seattle Chapter Mentors
See the club website for information about our mentor program, and available mentors.

Next Club Meeting: September 10th, 2020 (REMOTE VIRTUAL MEETING)
6:30 PM (social time)

7:00 PM (meeting time)
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